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ALAMEIN BOMBERS’ BIRTHDAY"

Today, one year after El Alamein, the Wellington bomber group which, on that night
cf history helped to. start Rommel’s fortes on their retreat across Africa and to Italy,
is celebrating another anniversary.

On October 23, 1940, out of the new Wellington squadrons then in the Middle East
was born the Wellington group which now forms so valuable a part of the North Vest
African Air Force. Out of the desert there evolved a bomber force which has earned as
much feme as any ether in the world.

Since that night of Alamein, when they watched from the air the guns of the Eighth
Army flash along the whole front from the sea to the Qattara Depression, these Wellingtons
have made mere than 1C 30 operational sorties against the enemy.

These have been carried out on a scale .and at a rate unmatched in the more difficult
-lying conditions of are home and-western theatre, but the real achievement comes from
the keenness of air an - ground crews who have endured the unrelieved ordeal of sand and

heat in typical ’’Beau Caste” country,
Even before Rommel was held 50 miles west of Alexandria and Mussolini "was waiting at

Mersa Matruh these Wellington squadrons were old campaigners, first in Cyrenaica, then
with General Metaxas in Epirus, in Crete where they aided the evacuation, in helping to

crush the German-inspired revolt in Iraq and in the brief campaign which gave us Syria.
when Rommel was preparing his final thrust toward Alexandria, the battle hinged on

whether we could stop the Germans unloading supplies and men at Tobruk faster than the

British at Suez.

The Wellingtons began their nightly mail run to Tobruk, where the -wrecked harbour
and sunken hulks of ships testify to their success. From June 1 to the night of Alamein
the Jellingtons visited Tobruk 122 times, a task frequently involving double sorties
on one night.

On October 23 Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder visited the squadrons and told them
that their job -was to attack the enemy defences, gun position and transport. They
destroyed many ack-ack batteries until bombing crews over the southern sector of the
line found that the flak had dwindled to nothing. Theirs was valuable part of the

preliminary air and land bombardment -which was to be the beginning of the end of Axis
1' pe s in Africa. General Von Thoma explained Alamein by saying: "The consistent
bombardment by day and night proved more than one could stand".

By November 4 it was reported: "The enemy is retreating westward along the Fuka-Daba
road”, and the Wellingtons moved forward, ceaselessly attacking until the retreat became

almost a rout. Some came down in the desert and the crews existed for a few days on

•water taken from the rusty radiators of abandoned German lorries. Net all were so fortunate.

As the retreat proceeded enemy targets were out of range from Cyrenaica and some cf

the Veilington squadrons moved to Malta to bomb Bizerta, Tunis, Sfax, Tripoli, Sousse, and

sometimes Italian convoys assembled in Sicilian harbours.

In January this year the Malta unit rejoined the main body and the -whole group moved

forward 500 over die thin*hot metal silver of road toward Tunisia.

Graves, derelict lorries and staff cars with tom hoods flapping in the hot wind

were roadside memorials to Rommel’s vain boasts.
prom their new base the yellingtons operated against German tanks and transport

retreating along the Gabes-Sfax road until, by mid-April, Germans and Italians -were hemmed

in the Cap Bon peninsula. The bombing continued until on May 1" group operations received

the triumphant signal "Jo further operations required in connection with this campaign".
In Tunisia the group 'Was joined by more 'Wellingtons and on June 3 and succeeding

nights the bombers assisted in the bombing of pmtellaria and on June 12 of Lampedusa.
There followed the attacks on Sicily and Italy* without a single night ’ s pause unless

iri used by bad weather they made airfields untenable and marshalling yards unusable,
do .—tailing with American day bombers to win the strategic battle of communications which

helped to decide the fate of Italy before a soldier set foot on the mainland*
Since August 1 of this year the 'Wellington group has executed more than 30 separate

attacks on 23 targets involving the destruction of scores of German aircraft and sealed

runways on airfields and the 'blocking of many railway lines. General Doolittle signalled
that the Wellingtons had been "an inspiration to us all".
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Captured prisoners’ and Weilington men themselves who escaped from the enemy

testify to the appalling moral effect of being,deprived. of sleep night after night
in the midst of- ceaseless battle.

An example of precision of their bombing was the attack at the opening of

the Sicilian campaign on a thousand yard neck of land near Syracuse * only a .quarter
of a mile away from an Allied" headquarters* The commander of an airborne

division wrote to the Wellingtons that "The task was magnificently done and extremely
accurate”,

The group is new actively engaged with the Eighth-and Fifth armies, bombing
communications and airfields in the path of our advancing ground forces.
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